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Abstract : Mobile-assisted language learning (MALL) or m-learning which is defined as learning with mobile devices that can
be utilized in any place that is equipped with unbroken transmission signals, has created new opportunities and challenges for
educational use. It introduced a new learning model combining new types of mobile devices, wireless communication services
and technologies with teaching and learning. Recent advancements in the mobile world such as the Apple IOS devices (IPhone,
IPod Touch and IPad), Android devices and other smartphone devices and environments (such as Windows Phone 7 and
Blackberry), allowed learning to be more flexible inside and outside the classroom, making the learning experience unique,
adaptable and tailored to each user. Creativity, learner autonomy, collaboration and digital practices of language learners are
encouraged as well as innovative pedagogical applications, like the flipped classroom, for such practices in classroom contexts
are enhanced. These developments are gradually embedded in daily life and they also seem to be heralding the sustainable
move to paperless classrooms. Since mobile technologies are increasingly viewed as a main platform for delivery, we as
educators need to design our activities, materials and learning environments in such a way to ensure that learners are engaged
and feel comfortable. For the purposes of our session, several core MALL applications that work on the Apple IPad/IPhone will
be explored; the rationale and steps needed to successfully implement these applications will  be discussed and student
examples will be showcased. The focus of the session will be on the following points: 1-Our current pedagogical approach, 2-
The rationale and several core MALL apps, 3-Possible Challenges for Teachers and Learners, 4-Future implications. This
session is aimed at instructors who are interested in integrating MALL apps into their own classroom planning.
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